The Perplexities of Predictive
Maintenance: Generating and
Leveraging Failure Data
SETH DELAND, MATHWORKS
While having an estimate of the time until failure
is useful, even more valuable is information that
describes the type of failure expected to occur
(the root cause). Models that predict the type of
failure can be trained on historical failure data,
however, engineers commonly experience a lack
of failure data for the various failure scenarios.
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Learn About Machine Learning

ADLINK Explains AI Training & 5G
Multi-access Edge Computing
Solutions at GTC 2019

Artificial intelligence (AI) and
machine learning (ML) are hot
topics at the moment, and likely
will remain in vogue for the next
few years at least. In the embedded space, we tend to
concern ourselves more with ML, as it?s the
technology that lets the industrial systems morph
themselves into data-generating platforms, able to
adjust their characteristics on the fly based on intel
received dynamically.
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5G is great, but only if it actually
arrives. Jeff Sharpe, Director of
Product Strategy & Business
Development for Network
Communications & Transportation Solutions at ADLINK
explains how the new 5G network infrastructure is
closer than you think in this interview from GTC 2019.
Along the way, Sharpe explains how a combined
solution from ADLINK, Charles Industries, and NVIDIA
is bringing massive performance to the edge for lowlatency 5G in a rugged base station.
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Dev Kit Weekly Raffle: Enter to
Win

The Dev Kit Weekly with
Embedded Computing Design
Editor-in-Chief Brandon Lewis
updates you on the latest
electronics development kits ? and gives you a chance
to start engineering on them for free.
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ZF coPILOT Aids Improved Safety
and Driving Comfort

Space Robotics Market worth
over $3.5bn by 2025

Friedrichshafen/Shanghai. ZF is
launching its ZF coPILOT, an
intelligent advanced driver
assistance system (ADAS)
yielding enhanced safety and
driving comfort opportunities.

According to a new research
report by the market research and
strategy consulting firm, Global
Market Insights, Inc, the Space
Robotics Market worth over $3.5bn by 2025. The space
robotics market is experiencing a rapid technical
development owing to the integration of AI technologies
into the systems developed for space exploration.
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Hackster.io Challenges
Developers to Reimagine
Everyday Life with AI in New IoT
Contest
As Avnet?s project-based
community for anyone who wants
to learn about programming and
building hardware, Hackster.io
challenges its community to use the power of IoT every
day. Its latest contest tasks participants to not only add
intelligence to their projects, but to take it to the edge.

Read More +
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How Machine Vision Puts The
Focus On Quality Control

Bring Deterministic Data Centers
To Edge Computing

Process automation is enabling a
level of accuracy and productivity
that goes beyond human ability.
And one critical area in the factory
where automation is making a big
difference is quality assurance.

Edge computing for IIoT requires
end-to-end solutions capable of
bringing the performance of the
data center into real-time
environments. But connecting
embedded devices to the Internet
introduces challenges, such as provisioning, remote
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management, endpoint security, and the complexities
of data sharing across IoT and IT environments.
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